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INTRODUCTION
Little beginners entering school for the first time
are filled with curiosity about the throbbing world they
live in, ready for more expert guidance in their experiments
and explorations .

They want to know how everything works,

where common things 1n their environment come from, how
various things are made, what effect their actions will
have on the materials they work and play with.
Activity teaching gives more scope for play.
play way is the child's true way of learning.

The

It is through

play that he comes into fullest contact with his environment and acquires knowledge about things.

In his play, he

is continuously solving problems and working out projects
that he selects and plans himself .

He is developing and

using many abilities, skills, and attitudes that will help
him work usefully and live happily .

While the child ap-

pears to be playing, he is often working seriously with a
tenacity that is truly amazing.
Through the activities 1n the first grade, the child
can actively try out his powers by experimenting, questioning, dramatizing, and expressing his creative ideas with
all sorts of materials.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SCOPE
The Problem
The main purpose of this study is to determine what
purposeful activities might be c arried on for the improvement of learning situations in the first grade of Douglass
School , Lawton , Oklahoma .
lems :

1.

to show that activities develop good work and

study habits:
2.

This involves four min or prob-

concentration , persistence , and orderliness ;

to show that activities encourage self- e xpression ,

independent thinking and provide opportunities for the chil d
to choose , to solve problems , and to form judgments ;
3.

to show that activities v ary in kind and amount to fit

individual differences ; and 4 .

to determine what types of

activities can best improve learning situations in the first
grade of Douglass School, Lawton , Oklahoma .
Need for the Study
The supervisor of Lawton elementary schools revealed
much criticism of the activities that were being carried on
in the first grade at Douglass School for the purpose of
i ~proving learning situations .
in the criticism are important .

The allegations contained
The activities provided

such practices that V1ere not needed by children , were unhygienic , required finer coordination of hands and eyes
than children were able to do , did not have much use when
completed , had no consideration for the child ' s patience ,
were deadening tools and c a l led for no originality or judg-
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ment .

For these reasons it is apparent that there was a

need for a study to determine what activities might be
carried on that would improve the learning situations in
the first grade at Douglass School .
Delimitation
The problem was limited to the first grade of
Douglass School, Lawton, Oklahoma .

No grade has been con-

sidered which did not have a special interest in activities as improving learning situation; thus , the second and
third grades are excluded .

It was limited to the first

grade teacher who planned her activities to promote Frowth,
development of all children and made a list of characteristics in individual children with respect to their
physical , emotional, and intellectual developments .
The problem was further limited to activities that
gave practice in two subjects, developed independent
thinking , sel- control , encouraged self- expression, organization , comprehension , selection, how to follow directions ,
how to construct, a chance to choose, to solve problems ,
to form judgment and made the child happy, successful,
confident, to feel himself growing and making progress
without fear or worry .
This problem was chosen because learning situations
for activities are important as the regular class period ;
they give the children a happier attitude toward school ,
and aid in developing creative expressions of the child .
Definitions
11

Act1vity 11 as used in this study means purposeful
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kind of seatwork .

"Learning situation" as used in this

study means the activity teaches something useful .
The term "learning" is used herein to g ive meaning
to any change brought about in a pupil ' s method of thinking ,
feeling , and behaving .
"Free play is the key par excellence" as used in
this study means it expresses children ' s true thoughts ,
feelings, and interest , provided , of course, that it is
r eally spontaneous play in an atmosphere where children
feel free to play in their own way .
Method of Solution
The preliminary steps to obtain , at least, a partial
solution of the problem of determining that activities improve learning situations in the first grade in Douglass
School, Lawton , Oklahoma were :

(1) a brief sununary of some

previous studies , available to the writer, bearing on the
problem.

(2) The investigator read books , magazines , and

newspapers .

( 3 ) Assembling, organizing and enterpreting

the data thus obtained .

(4) Observing the first grade .

After each recitation the children would g o quietly
to various places in the classroom and the observ~r noticed them at work, followed the natural impulses of the
children , asked them questions aft er the ac ~ivities were
completed , and learned from the children ' s remarks whether
the activities were learning situations .
The writer had conferences with punils and parents
where an inter- flow of conversations revealed a wealth of
material .
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Previous Research
It is highly important that teachers understand the
aims, purposes, and values of the activities which they
supervise in school.

Unless they do understand the pur-

poses of all parts of their teaching, time, energy, and
public funds will often be wasted on activities that have
little value .

The possibilities of such waste and useful

activities are illustrated by the following research .
In 1930, the school system of a backward area was
visited by Samuel C. Parker, research scholar in the field
of elementary education, where a superintendent was introducing a number of innovations.
At the beginning of the school year, the teachers of
the classes visited had been told of the proposed innovations that were to be used first in their classes, however,
there had been little or no comprehension of these innovations on the part of the instructors.

In one of these

rooms the teacher was having the children weave wicker
baskets .

The observer "asked her if the basket-making had

any connection with other subjects." She said, "it did not,
because basket-making,'' she considered, nthoroughly justified itself."1.
In the other first grade room just the opposite situation prevailed.

The children were quietly weaving flexi-

ble splints into little mats.

"The teacher was also

1.Samuel C. Parker, General Methods of Teaching in
Elementary Schools, P • 1 3 .
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enthusiastic about the new activity.

It was so useful as

'busy work'," she said, "to keep the children out of mischief . 112
Later Parker visited the first grade of a modern
progressive school system.

In the classroom were small

chairs, tables, library, sandtable, grocery store, large
blocks, scissors, beads to be strung, toy iron, ironing
board, clay, puzzles, dolls, poster paint , scrap books, and
many other centers of interest .
Some of the children were washing , ironing, drawing,
playing with dolls, playing in sand, playing with large
blocks, playing store, making scrap books , making objects
out of clay, scribbling with cr qyons, dabbling with paint,
and cutting aimlessly with scissors.

The observer asked

the teacher if the activities were giving training in tool
subjects.

The teacher said, while it was merely play to

the children, "they were being trained in community life,
industrial and fine arts, in expression, in reflective
thinking, in problem solving, in manual skill, nature control, order, and obedience. 113
Parker concluded that turmoils and confusion often
result in school systems, because the teacher fails to
understand the purpose of the classroom activities, but
efficient elementary school systems that understand the
aims, purposes, and values of the activities train for
complete living, happiness, health, enjoyment of leisure,
a Ibid. ,
3

p. 18 •
Ibid., p. 19.
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goodwill, habits, ideals, social service by developing in
children appropriate information and abiding many-sided
interests.
Warren C. Seyfert, Director of the Laboratory School,
at the University of Chicago, deals with the problems of
developing children as workers in terms of the l earner in
the psychologicel and social surroundings in which the
problems must be solved.
Seyfert said!
Merely having the child participate in group
activities , having him explore a variety of
methods and tools, having him take a responsible
part in planning an undertaking will not by
themselves make vigorous and careful workers of
the young child. But we can hardly expect to be
success.ful in making workers of our children
unless we begin by doing all that we can to give
them some pride of possession in work to be done.
Exploring and applying means and materials to
this end is the first pr2blem in developing more
effective young workers.
One of the markers of any good worker is his willingness and ability to evaluate the results of his activities honestly and comprehensively.

He must also be willing

and able to take and apply the evaluations of his fellow
workers.

Without the power of self-evaluations no worker

can be truly independent.

The closer the problem is to

the real concerns of young people the easier it is to devise and apply really acceptable self-evaluation.
Seyfert concluded that if we can provide learning
•warren C. Seyfert, "Problems in Developing Children
as Workers," Childhood Education, Vol. 23 {February, 1947)
p. 263.
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situations which m.s.ke work seem the natural thing to do,
if the school offers jobs to be done which are evidently
worth working at, if we can learn to permit children to
have a real part in evaluating their ovm growth, if we c an
discover ways of suiting the job to the worker and of offering him freedom to do his work in ways which are most
congenial to him, we shall have solved the problem which
really is

most perplexing in developing children as work-

ers.
Through illustrations of school experiences, John
T. Robinson, staff consultant, Intergroup E4ucation in Cooperating Schools Council on F.d.uca tion, New York City,
shows how children can learn about themselves, understand
better their relationships to other children and adults,
and develop social intelligence .
Children everywhere, in school and out, face
the need for making decisions regarding their
relationships with other people and for a cting
upon these decisions . The basis upon which
they make decisions is formed by experiences
with others, a large part of which the school
supplies. 8
A single experience is not enough to d evelop a clear
functional understanding of co-operation as social behavior.
Understa nding and skill become sharpened by using them in
a wide variety of activities.
As in learning about themselves, young children
8

John T. Robinson, "Developing Social Intelligence
in Children," Childhood Education, Vol. 9 {May, 1947},
p . 415.
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must learn about their relationship to adults through
primary contacts with them.

Through "make believe" play

of real families, their work and living , help children to
understand some of their relationship to adults .
If children are to become socially intelligent, they
need to develop concepts which will aid them in interpreting social phenomena .

Children's insights into social

situations increase when their school activities connect
with their life experiences and involve problems about
which they are curious .
Developing insight into social situation and
developing understandings of social concepts are
not enough . One may know that no person can do
what he wants to all the time yet lack of skill
in accepting group decisions that impinge upon
his opp ortunity to do what he pleases . 8
Robinson concluded that to gain insight into human
relationships and to gain skill in behaving appropriately
are object ives which need to be developed tog ether and
with reference to each other .

Eve ry are a of school life

should contribute to the achievement of these objec t ives .
Through anecdotal accounts of children's experiences
Ruth K. Webb, supervising principal in the ~ashington, D.

c.

public schools, traces sequences of growth in thinking

and planning .

She points out the implication of these

experience s in terms of their cont ributions to enrich living at each stage of d e velopment and to the processes

9

involved in reflective thinking and adequate p lanning .
Webb says:
Imitation provides a strong stimulus of rapid
progress of thought . Imitation of everyday
happenings, as well as interesting, varied, complex
or novel activities of adults, is meaningful
because it helps the child to develop concepts
of the world about him. The development,
clarification, and organization of these concepts
are fundamental to his growing intellectual
resources . They provide him with rich store of
experiences and knowle~ges from which to draw in
thinking and planning .
Thinking and reasoning become more apparent as
child.r an begin to exchange ideas with each other and to use
language more thoughtfully.

They continue to live in a

here-and-now world for sometime to come with thinking,
planning, and evaluating growing natura lly out of their
first-hand experiencing .
The young child lives richly and fully, experiencing
1n many situations and realities of the world about him
before he can adequately reason on assumptions and through
generalizations .
Webb concluded:
The world is a place of fantasy for the young
child; he is literally unable to distinguish between
the real and the imagined . As he grows older and
matures intellectually, he adds many firsthand
experiences to his store of knov,ledge, constantly
clarifying his concepts through the process of
acting and reacting. Only then does he begin to
distinguish between that vThich is real and that
which Is fantasy . He will ask of a story, Is it
a real story or a make-believe story? 8
7

Ruth K. Webb , "All Children Think and Plan,"
Childhood Education, Vol. 23 (March , 1947), pp . 315-316.
e
Ibid . , p. 321.
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Gertrude Hildreth who is a psychologist at LincolnHorace Mann School, Teachers College, Columbia University,
describes the kind of experiences through which six-year
olds learn most in terms of their own best development .
Hildreth says:
Through the experience curriculUlil in the first
grade, the children can actively try out their
powers by experimenting, planning, questioning,
dramatizing , and expressing their creative ideas
with all sorts of materials. Even at this early
age, they can learn to think for themselves instead
of depending
on the teacher to do their thinking
for them. 9
Learning through experiences makes for democratic
living together .

Instead of the teacher dictating every

move the chil dren make, they themselves plan their activities with the teacher ' s aid, make choices and decisions,
learn to work together toward a common purpose .

Here lies

the possibilities for social adjustment and character
building which provide a secure foundation for a happy,
useful life.
All the while that beginners are learning
through experiences they are storing up impressions that l ead to mastering the three R 1 s .
They a.r e developing skill in language expression
whenever they converse, relate incidents, ask
questions, explain things, make plans as a
group, dictate a class l etter or ca ry a
message to someone in the building . 10
Hildreth concluded that the experience program gives
the teacher a golden opportunity for observing each child's
8

Gertrude Hildreth, "Learning Through Experiences

In First Grade," Childhood Education, Vol. 21 {November,
1944), ~& 1 22 .
Ibid., p . 125.
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adjustment with professional eyes, to size up each one's
strength and l imitation, his interest, talents, his problems and difficulties .

Through these close-up observa tions,

the teacher begins to build a diagnostic picture of each
child which will prove to be indispensable in planning the
next steps in his training and will afford a basis for
objective parent conferences .
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CHAPTER II
CHILD ' S NATURE AND !IBEDS

Child ' s nature
Since childhood is so imnortant in determining what
a person is to be , a child has a right to expect certain
conditions of his environment which will contribute tov,ard
his becoming an effective member of a social group .

Child-

hood experiences are extremely important influences in
determining behavior of an individual .
As soon as children start to school they become more
interested in the social group than in the family group and
establishing themselves in that school group becomes all
important .
Children learn best through experience .

Some experi -

ences are valuable because they encourage creative thinking .
Others , besides calling forth creative thought, give boys
and girls onnortunity for makin~ needed social adjustment .
To children creative activities are pleasurable for
their o..,n sake .
11

Play holds a natural interest for almost
every child . To turn a story into play is fun
for most children and if they have been encouraged to think independently in other things, they
will feel very free in planning and playing it . 11 1.
Some children will be timid or reserved .

They will

need enc~uragement and approval before they will express themselves with any conf'idence .

But when

iWinifred ~ard , Playmaking ~1th Children, p . 19 .
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a child is made to feel that his confidence is valuable and
especially when he is picked out from everyone else as
having done something well , he will offer more and more
idea s, and volunteers to pl ay important parts he was afraid
to attempt before .
Al ready at five or six years one may note differences betv1een boys and girl s in their choice of playthings
and play activities .

For instance , more girls than boys

.

choose painting and crayon work and are content with that
occupation longer .

More girl s draw flowers, while boys

draw ships and engines .

Tb.is greater interest of girls in

aesthetic spacing and color shows also in their larger constructive work .

Girls have greater and more permanent

interest in dolls .
Typical ly the young chil d's emotions l ast only a
few minutes and then end abruptl y.

As the child grows

older, social restraints on the overt responses which formerl y chara cterized his emotional r e actions lead to "moods"
or emotional states drawn out over a period of time and
expressed slowly rather than in short , abrupt outbursts .
Hurl ock 2 points out :
The form jeal ousy takes in a young child is
very similar to that of anger, but unlike anger,
it is always directed against another person.
In the young child , it is the parents or other
adults who have taken care of him who cal l
forth jeal ousy . Because _of the child ' s craving
for attention and affection , he often finds
himsel f in competition with another child.

2

Elizabeth B. Hurl ock , Child Development, p . 206 .
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Jealousy occurs when a new baby arrives in the
household, many young children show jealousy
toward one parent, especially the father.
Jealousy sometines occurs in the younger
sibling who resents the privileges given to
the older children of the family.
As children begin to develop interest outside of the home, around the fifth and sixth
years, jealousy toward a member of the family
becomes less pronounced. It may, however,
show itself in the child's reactions toward
schoolmates, especially toward those who excel
in schoolwork or athletics or those who r a nk
as the unquestioned leaders of the group.
Childish affection expresses itself by hugging,
patting , and kissing the loved objects or person.

The toys

of which the child is fond are hugged and patted until they
are literally hugged to pieces .
The child wants affection.
wants sensory gratifica tion.

He wants response.

He

He wants to experience the

zest of achievement and to obtain recognition for what he
does.

He wants to feel secure.

He wants to feel adequate.

When he cannot obtain these satisfactions b y appropriate
methods, he will try inappropriate ones .

~Th.en he c annot

obtain satisfa ction by open methods, he will try hidden
ones ."
A child wants to feel that he is wanted and loved in
spite of the bunglings and mista kes he makes in the process
of acquiring patterns which are cultura lly imposed .

Even

though he has to deny many of his wants, has to forego
many of his satisfactions, he must still feel that he belong s.
3

Ibid., p. 212.
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Very early in the child's life, he is sensitive to
the a pproval of those around him.
blamed .

Children hate to be

In early childhood it is the approval of the

parent, teacher, and other grown-ups whose praise is
sought and whose blame is dreaded .

GrBdually the sanctions

of the group to which a boy or g irl belongs come to the
powerful source of motivation.
Children most emphatica lly do not want to be "bossed"
in their games continually.

To be told what to do, and how

and when to do it at every step is no fun, since one essential in play is freedom of choice.
Children 's interest in collecting is ' strong .

At

first , children collect almost anything that is interesting to them.

Later the collections are more related to

lasting interests and may become quite well organized and
systematically arranged .
Hurlock4 said:
The child between six and twelve l ikes active
games that require motor skill. They enjoy reading
stories about children like themselves, about
nature and about the fanciful . Comic strips are
read avidly by children of these ages .
Most children attend the movies frequently .

Small

children prefer funny movies with children and animal
actors .

They a l so prefer radio programs of adventure,

comedy, variety, and drama .
There is a period in a child's social development
which is often referred to as the "gang age" beco.use of
4

Ibid., p . 117.
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the great emphasis on group activity .

The members of these

groups are likely to be similar in size, age, mental ability, sex, social maturity and interests, and among them
there always is a leader.

The members of the gang may

learn to be loyal, to co- operate, to be democratic, and to
be good sports.

At the same time, they may be learning to

swear, to smoke or to play hookey from school .
Rivalry is observable in children's games.

Often

youngsters will even overwork in their effort to outdo somebody else ~ho may have been held up as a model .

Much exag-

geration and even lying among children comes from the
desire to be superlative .
Everyday life gives a child little opportunity to
express his emotions in a satisfying way .

Feelings over-

flow happily in the play of amall boys and girls , and they
find release in temper tantrums or other uncontrolled outbursts when children are frustrated.

Older boys and girls

are supposed to keep their feelings in check if they are
well behaved , though they have an outlet in their games .
Opportunities become fewer as they grow older, and unless
they go in for sports , they are forced to be satisfied most
of the time by vicarious experiences with books, radio,
motion-picture, and the theater .
Child's Needs
The best schools of today believe in educeting the
whol e child.

They und erstand to guide him in physical as

well as intell ectual and emotional development, realizing
that health is of primary importance of his life and that

17

his life, character , and personality development ar~ at
least,as essential as mental growth .
The schools should give children the chance to practice democracy.
living .

Children shoul d be educa ted for social

In order to live successfully with other human

beings, we must understand them, and the wider, deeper, and
more sympathetic our understanding is, the richer will be
our life .

To understand another person, to know how he

feels, we must put ourselves in the other ' s place and try
to feel as he does .
All children should be encouraged to think
creatively . In order to be creative individuals,
one does not have to be able to write a sonnet,
nor paint a portra it, nor compose a violin
concerto. It means that children are being
encouraged to think independently . Creative
thinking is needed in every new situation ,
no matter what it is . 6
The whol e child should be educa ted, physically ,
intell ectually , and emotional ly.

Children need space and

time to play, as well as equipment ove r which they can
exercise control .

They al so need play companions and

opportune guidance to higher levels of development .
The chil d need s intelligent suggestions of
pl ays and occupations that will open up new
v i stas to him to prevent his remaining bored on
a level of achievement , when he is ready for something
further . With a child who l acks initiative , this
method of stimulation is very helpful, and for many
groups , wise guidance will provide opportunities
for enjoyment and progress which6 they woul d be
unlikely to discover themsel ves .

6
6

p . 50 .

\1inif'red Via.rd , Playmaking ~11th Children, p . 19.
M. V. O' Shea, The Child, His Nature and His Needs,
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There is ome danger in children not possessing a
certain degree of sensitiveness .

The child needs to be

made aware or the way other boys and girls show hmv they
feel .

I f he were at all sensitive , he would realize that

his clowning and bullying make him unpopular rather than
win friends for him.
The child who is inclined to show- off may be
helped by a teacher who praises him sincerely for
any honest effort in his playmaking . In so far as
possible she ignores his tendencies to overdo ,
until she has attewpted to help encourage him for
what he does well .
Those who live and work with children know that
they have certain needs which must be met i f they are to
develop their full potentialit i es .
The child needs to be well .

A democratic society

cannot be built on sickness . Sick children are not the
considering , reasoning , responding people that a democratic group needs .
The child needs to be free .

Tell children all the

time what to do , watch them, keep them from trying out ,
correct them at every turn , deny ideas and feelings that
are theirs , the inevitable comes .

Children teach us in

all their behavior that over- control make l i fe meaner .
I t pulls people down .

I t forces them into actions that

are less sympathetic , less accepting .
To be successful a child must have aid .
may say ,

11

Oh, he just ,:,ants attention .

The teacher

He just wants
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somebody to notice him. 11

The teacher sees its importance

whenever she acts on it, whenever she smiles at a child or
watches him with enthusiasm, or comments on something nice
that he has, or some good he has done .

The child ' s whole

body tone changes and he feels set up.

Interest and

praise are among life's good things; they raise the level
of living .

Success is one of the things people thrive on;

it makes living more fun for the person and frees him to
make living fun for others .
Hurlock 8 reveals :
To belong is a need of the child. Friendliness
is another of life's good things . People--all
people and all ages -- seek it and respond to it and
feel lifted up because of it.
To watch a new chil d as he comes into a group ,
at first he is tentative, tense , a litt le loud,
perhaps , or aloof, suspicious and not sure . When
that child gets in and a whol e quieter way is
found , he is l ess fighty for the simple reason
that he belongs . To be accepted, to belong, to
be "in" make life a better life to live.
Every child needs love and affection .

Greetings in

the morning and at the close of school, teacher ' s interest
in their lives, their hopes and aspirations, their troubles and concerns , her smil es , pats on the back, pride in
their accomplishments, acceptance of their feelings as
genuine and valid, acceptance of them as full - fledged human
beings; the teacher's deliberate efforts to create an
atmosphere of permissiveness in the classroom are evidences
of recognition of the necessity for doing her part in

8

Elizabeth B. Hurlock,

~. cit ., p . 225.
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meeting this need for love and affec tion which seems so
integral part of every chil d ' s personal ity .
The child needs to be secure .
my of good l iving .

Insecurity i s an ene-

Whenev er inside of a child there is

that doubtful feel ing , the child cannot be counted on .

He

becomes unrel iabl e in his work and his re l ati ons with others .

The feel ing inside tugs at him, he is not the person

with whom a reasoning , a planning , a co- operative group can
be buil t .
To have a job to do is a need of every child . Children want jobs to do .

They want to work; t hey want to

carry responsibilities ; they want the fee l ings of being
needed and hav e something to give .

Real work , appreciated

work , with the teacher knowing that what they can do is
good and wanted and reall y worthwhil e .
An other need of great importance is that of being
accepted as a person equal in status to another invol ved
in the same situation .

Very earl y in our lives our society

conveys to us a sense of our ovm importances .

"i/e are told

repeat edly that this is indeed a free country , that there
are certain rights that we all hold in common, that no man
has the right to push us around, that we are to be consul t ed on pl ans which effect us , that we shall have the same
voice in naming the avail abl e choices in a situation and
freedom to select from the choice named .

Teachers preach

it as the great American doctrine and then practice some thing quite different .
There are many other such needs .

~e recognize the
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primary importance of the need to be free from intense
feeling of fear .
economic security .

We recognize the need for a feeling of
The need s with many others are the

results of cultural indoctrination.
As teachers help meet the child's needs they are
working to reduce personal aggressiveness , trying to decrease extremely submissive and

11

spineless" behavior, and

attempting to eliminate the isolates and to reduce the
frequency of erratic behavior.
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CHAPTER III
EDUCATIONAL THEORI ES AND THE LEARNING PROCESS
Teacher's Interest
The first grade teacher ' s interest of Douglass
School , Lawton, Oklahoma is that of 1nprov1ng learning sit uations in the first grade which grew out of these reasons .
She found through research that class activities were just
as important as the r egular class period ; they enrich the
child's learning and improves his conduct .

The interest

grew out of the following : the more worthier the interest
that the child has the greater the likelihood that he will
be happy, wel l balanced, and efficient not only as a pupil
but also as a citizen .

It was a l so revealed that the chil d ' s

attitude toward things , people , activities , ways of behaving ,
the whole school program, and life in general will go far
determining his traits of personality, or character, now
and in the future .

These special intere sts contribute to

occupational competence, giv e opportunities for being an
expert , for achieving standards, in one ' s own group and
give color to otherwise drab days , direction to otherwise
dul l routine , depth to understanding .i
Objectives of the First Grade Teacher
The following were the teacher ' s seven objectives:
1 . To protec t and dev elop good health .
iw . A. Saucier , Theory and Practice in El ementary
School, p . 113.
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2 . To safeguard men tal health.
3 . To provide for growth and development in the
c l assroom.
4 . To treat each child as an individual .
5 . To promote social adjustment .
6 . To develop certain skills and techniques .
7 . To establish certain habits and attitudes .
Child ' s First Impressi on of School
In September, the first grade teacher sowed the
seed for a year of successful work .

The little new- comers,

some of whom had never been in a classroom, were embarking
on a new adventure , and their first impression of school
and the teacher should be a pleasant one .

They have been

busy bodies at home, and now it was the teacher ' s task to
keep them happil y occupied at school .
The teacher planned her class activities to promote
growth and development of all the children, not just a
select few .

She made a list of characteristics in individ-

ual children with respect to their physical, emotional,
intell ectual developments .
In view of the daily activities which the teacher
had visualized , she went a step further in buil ding her
curriculum.

She provided the occasions for conferences .

The conferences furnished leads which were utilized in
setting the atmosphere within which l earning activities
woul d proceed on the normal basis of the child ' s needs .
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Centers of Interest
With the help of the children the teacher arranged
interest corners .

Centers of interest in the classroom

were:
1. Reading corner.
2 . Easel for tempera or colored chalk .
3. Clay tabl e .
4 . "Help yourself" table {scissors, paste, paper, and
crayons).
5 . Blackboard for children's use .
6. Toy cupboard (transportation toys, large blocks,
ring toss , dart , games , balls, and top ).
7. Quiet games:

cupboard {puzzles, anagrams, alpha-

bet blocks, dominoes, peg boards, magnet, printing set, colored sticks, string for winding, lacing shoestrings, beads, sticks, stick printing).

8 . Construction corner (boxwood, sandbox, planed
lath, spools , and wire ).
9 . Sandbox {sifter, quart and pint bottles , and measuring cup) •
10 . Pl ayhouse {screen, small broom, dishes , l ow table ,
chairs, rag doll, telephone ).
11. Science corner (aquarium, ants) .
1 2 . "Look" table (shells, buttons , picture , postcards ,
and new toy or article child brings at morning
"show" period ).
13 . Snapshot bulletin board (snapshots of children
and interests, of f amilies, of school, of brother
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in service) .
14 . Portable s t ore ( real money , school supplies
chil dren might buy in room for

li, st,

and

1ot.

Change stock to other articles as new numbers
were l earned) .
Introducing Activ ities
At the beginni ng of the activity period the teacher
introduced the ac t i v ities to the eager boys and girls by
showing them how to use the l ibrary, how to learn from pictures and other visual materials , how to express ideas
through pictures , how to use creatively art materials, and
how to use simple scientifi c eauipment .

As the children

became accustomed to the unsupervised laboratory period ,
they developed the habit of finding work to do without the
teacher's help .
The pupils and the teacher set standa rds together
for using the activiti es, as to talking, keeping quiet
while recitations are in progress, moving quietl y about the
room, and avoiding noisy activities while the rest of the
class is studying .

The first use of the activities were

supervised until the children grew in ability to work
independentl y .
The beginners were given freedom to select any
activity in which they wished to work .
Changing Activities
From time to time the growth of understanding acted
to change the activities .

~?hen changes were definitely

taking place , the teacher would not trust herself to remem-
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ber them, she recorded them.

The changes were guides to

the building of the curriculum to fulfill ever-emerging
need .
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CHAPTER IV
EDUCATION FOR A NEW SOCIAL ORD~R
Manipulative
Many beginners came to school for the first time and
had not yet learned to use their hands.

The first activity

the children did was to string drinking straws cut one-inch
in length on cord string and strung colored wooden beads on
shoe strings .

This motivated the children to begin some

purposeful activity .

One group of children seeing a col-

lection of seeds in a jar on a table suddenly wanted to
make necklaces for themselves .

The children were interest-

ed to see how many different combinations of color and size
they could make from the collection of seeds .
string was very popular.

The single

The pupils unconsciously co-

operated and shared with one another.
Several boys and girls were constantly coming to
the teacher to have their shoelaces tied, so she taught
them how to do it for themselves.

The instructor cut the

bottoms out of a cardboard shoe box.
l aces .

Then inserted shoe

The children practiced on that until they could

manage their ovm.

This saved much time on the part of the

teacher and made the children independent.
dexterity, st:tnru.lated imagination and

11

It developed

make-believe. 11

A group of little girls were having trouble keeping
their hair braided .

The teacher cut strips of cloth the

length of a braid of hair and nailed it to a small broom
handle.

The little girls practiced braiding the strings

until they could braid their own hair.

This made the
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girls independent and quick to see needs .
Learning Through Action
In the " quiet game cupboard 1t were colored sticks
for l aying, peg boards, pegs , and colorful blocks.

The

children built houses, stores, cafes , tables, cars, and
airplanes .

The play with the quiet games lapsed for a

time, but the children returned again and again as they
relieved with one another their daily observations and
experiences .

The quiet work l ed the pupils to invent and

developed the power of self expressi on .
The first graders enjoyed playing in the sand on
the sandtable .

They sifted sand with a screen, measured

it with a measuring cup and put it into quart and pint
bottles.

Imag inations were developed and concepts gained

from the sandtable .

The ability to work harmoniousl y

together, to lead or to follov, with the demands of the
occasion, to try, fail and try again, and to nut something
through successfully were developed .
On a table in the back of the classroom was a box
with stiff pieces of pl iable wire .

Trie pupils bent the wire

in different positions and made similar lines on paper .
They made positions as curved, waved , spiral, circle, and
half circles.

The children also used the wire to make manu-

script letters of the alphabet .

The activity developed the

chil d 's power of creative expression and the shape of
l etters .
The instructor put soaked peas in a small box with
toothpicks and the children made objects as chairs, boxes ,
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and triangles .

This also led the boys and girls to cre-

ative self-expression .
Surprised envelopes were laying on the "look table"
and the six- year olds chose surprised envelopes whenever
they wanted .

Some envelopes contained cut- up pictures of

large mother goose pictures cut into puzzle shapes for the
pupils to put together .

Working the puzzles gave the child

a chance to solve problems and to recall mother goose pictures.
Cut out pictures were in another envelope, as a
catal ogue page for the children to cut out .

This envelope

gave practice with scissors .
In a large envelope were pictures of a broom, dustpan, hammer, nails, comb, brush, iron, ironing board, ball,
bat, doll, doll buggy, tub, and wash board .

The pupils

picked out the envelope those objects belonging together .
The activity determined the pupils' grasp of relationship
between things that are associated together in work and
play activities .
With the stencils of animals and birds, many of the
pu pils enjoyed coloring within the stencils .

The teacher

encouraged the paintings by putting them on the bulletin
board or hung them along the top of the b l ackboard where
all the children could see them plainly .
A group of little girls were especially interested
in weaving paper mats and oil cloth mats .
mat designs .

The girls made

Weaving offered considerable opportunity for

intellectual problems and creative ability .

Several chil-

dren readily learned to fold white typewriting paper and
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cut it to make lace doilies .

The children discovered that

if t hey cut some large and some small holes the effect
would be better than if all holes were the same s ize.
Perhaps this was a foundation for their later feeling for
good spacing and variety in design, paper cutting was a
stimulating design experience for the pupils .

It w~s quick

and a natural method of inventing decorative patterns.
The making of charts was
to the boys and girls .

of great value and interest

They cut pictures of different

kinds of fruits, vegetables , flowers, trees, and animal s
from magazines , catalogues , and many other sources.

The

children pasted the pictures on large sheets of white cardboard, showing different kinds of fruits, vegetables, flowers, trees, and animal s .

Participation 1n such activities

the pupils learned to plan and organize.
Seasonal activities were important to the first
graders .

In December, they spent a great deal of their

time spatter painting Christmas cards to give their parents .
In February, they drew hearts on red construction
paper, cut them out and manuscripted names of friends in
the class on the hearts and dropped them in a big red valentine box .

On Valentine Day, the teacher c alled the names

out of the box .

The pupils found stencils of windmills,

kites, and Dutch children on the "help yourself" table in
March.
out .

They outlined the stencils, painted and cut them
With the best cut-outs the children made borders

around the board .
The seasonal activities encouraged the boys and
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girl s to be neat , gave them freedom and a chance to choose
and plan .
Developing Children as Workers
Children are workers .

Their energies are immense .

Every child l oves to find out about everything and do something with his knowledge .

He likes to do something that

is appreciated , that adds to his sense of belongin~ . 1
I n the doll corner were one l arge rag doll , four
small dolls, dol l trunk, doll bed , two small chairs, sil verware , small tabl e, and doll stove .

The children dressed

and undressed the doll s , fed them, played they were sick
and sent for a doctor .

This gave them a knowl edge and

interest in caring for the sick as well as enjoyment in
"make believe . "

The housekeeping equipment stimul ated co-

operation as it took a group of children to make up a
family and each member played his part well .
set an exampl e of co- operative living .

The f8mily

From the very

beginning of group l ife, a child knows what co- operation i s,
because he has lived it .
A grou p of girl s made paper doll s .

They were usual-

l y made on white paper col ored wi th crayol as and sometimes
water colors .

As a trunk or suitcase for the paper dolls

and clothes they used a l arge envelope .

Each day they made

underwear, s l eeping pajamas , dresses , and hats for them to
wear .

At recess the paper dol ls were p l aced on a teble in
1

H. H. Giles , " All Chil dren Are Workers , "
hood Educati on , Volume 23 (February, 1947 ).

Child-
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order to show the results to other children in the room.
The skill gained here and interest in costume designing
will undoubtedly be very useful to these girls, if properly
guided, as they advance to upper grades .
Clay was on the "help yourself" table and some of
the children modeled cats, dogs, girls, boys, airplanes,
chairs, and fruits.

Sometimes they would leave the clay

unpainted and sometimes they painted the objects v,ith water
colors .

Many models were suggested by their little bra ins

and their fingers would reproduce them.

Clay work offered

excellent opportuni ty for problem solving situations and
likewise for artistic expression.
Some of the pupils passed the waste basket around the
room, dusted the erasers outdoors,

erased the blackboard,

dusted the room, watered the flmvers, arranged the chairs
around the tables, washed paint brushes and dishes, and .
fed the gold fish and turtle.

The happy work activities

were well adapted to the children since they called for
materials that required the use of large muscles and involved much free movement.

The pupils acquired a variety

of motor skills, opportunity for individual task and
duties .
Boys and girls acquired much inspiration from the
sewing cards .

With the bright colored shoe strings and

colorful sewing cards, they sewed horses, cows, cats, dog s,
ducks, goats, boys, and girls .

The sevring cards extended

genuine experiences for the busy little workers .
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The Li ncol n l ogs filled the beginners with much
enthusiasm.

They built houses , churches, bridges , wagons ,

stores , tabl es , chairs , beds , airplanes , cars, and yards .
Sometimes they l eft certain objects made on display.
Building with the logs gave the pupils freedom, appreciation , and experience .
~he Lincoln l ogs not only afforded the children
many experiences of real everyday experiences but directed
making a mov ie .

Several children cut pictures of the Three

Littl e Pigs , Peter Rabbit , and the Three Bears from old
story books and pasted the pictures on white wrapping
paper.

Later they wrapped the wrapping paper with the pic-

tures on it around a broom handle and cut an old pasteboard box in shape of a theater stage with holes on each
side of the stage for the broom handle to fit .

The group

arranged v1ith the instructor to have a special period to
show the pictures of the movie to the entire class and
inv ited the second grade class in to enjoy the movie with
them.

The movie provided realistic learning situations

which l ed to creativeness and sel f express i on .
Many of the littl e newcomers coll ected heal th pict ures , safety- f irst pictures , and good citizenship pictures .

These children cut the pictures out and pasted

them on constructi on paper .
and helpful posters .

~he pictures made beautiful

The pupil s hung them about the room

as they ill ustrat ed such v a l uabl e lessons as correct diet ,
cleanliness, s l eep , rest , outdoor exercises , correct things
t o do to av oid accidents , obedience , thrift , kindness , and
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helpfulness .
The majority of the zealous six-year olds showed
interest in designing .

One type pf design probl em which

they liked was designing the border of curtains for the
classroom .

The boys and girl s made abstract patterns,

using lines and spots in rhythmic repeats to form patterns .
Another type of design problem which they liked was the
decoration of manila paper with colored crayon as their
fancy dictated .

The children were told to color the paper

in any way that seemed pl easing to them.

Sometimes the

decorated papers were used to make envelopes, for book
covers, for wrapping gifts , for l ampshades, and for rugs
in the doll house .

Often ti1nes the children continued to

make them merely for the fun· of doing it.

The children's

interest was short and they were satisfied with crude results .

fhe designs were means of expression, an outlet

for the art impulse , dev e l oped creative ability and
standards of good taste .
Several girls stuffed rag dolls and animals with
cotton .

The group of girls chose the neatest dolls and

animals and put them on exhibit .

Stuffing the animals and

dolls developed self confid ence in the girls and appreciation .
Another group of youngsters were quick to see the
doll house needed papering .

They papered it very neatl y

and made it look more attractive .

Papering the doll house

provided possible opportunities for each ,child to develop
and exercise special interest of his o~m .
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Developing Habits of Thinking
The instructor cut pictures and words to match from
We Come and Go pre- primers and put them in a painted cigar
box on the
tures .

11

quiet table . "

The children picked the pic-

The activity promoted rapid progress in recogniz-

ing words accurately and independedntly.
Phrases and pictures to match were in another boxo
Some of the beginners picked the pictures out the box and
matched the phrases and pictures .

This stimulated interest

in an increasingly wide range of reading activities and
cultiveted broader motives for reading .
Another group of first graders collected pictures
from catalogs to illustrate phrases as

II

a big chair," •• a

.red coat , " etc . , and pasted them on construction paper .
The collection clarified the meaning of words, recognition
of color words , and promoted the ability to make judgement .
Simple manuscript sentences, omitting the words
11

he 11 and

11

she 11 were manuscript on paper for pupils to

fill in the missing words .

The children at activity period ,

read the short simple sentences silently and filled in the
missing words .

Filling in the blanks developed generalized

meaning f'or the words "he 11 and
substitute the words

11

11

she 11 and checked ability to

he 11 and "she" for a given name .

A list of sight words were manuscript on slips of
paper and left on the "reading table . "

Some of the chil-

d.raw lines under every word in the list that was exactly
alike .

By finding the words that were exactly alike

directed attention to distinguishing characteristics
of sight words and promoted good habits of scrutinizing
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word form .
Simple

11

yes 11 and "no" sentences were collected from

old workbooks for t he children to draw lines under the cor rect answer .

After the sentences were completed, the boys

and girls justified their answers.

The activity promoted

the ability to make judgements .
The teacher manuscripted riddles on the blackboard
and the six- year ol ds answered the riddles by drawing the
picture .

Reading and answering the riddles by pictures

promoted the ability to understand sentence meanings, to
retain a series of details and drew a conclusion from them.
On the "quiet table" was a large envelope with pictures of real farm animals and pictures of cookie farm
animals out of the envelope and putting them in the animal
barnyard and picking the cookie farm animals out and putting
them in the cookie jar .

Glassifying the animals promoted

the ability to associate pictures and to perceive relationship .
The instructor wrote sinple directions of things in
the classroom for pupils to do and put them in a box on the
"help yourself" table .

The pupils read the directions and

did what they said do .

The directions developed the

ability to follow simple printed directions .
Many of the beginners copied news into their booklets from day to day that had been written on the blackboard by the teacher .

Favorite poems were copied into the

little booklets that had been read during nstory and
poetry" period .

One group of children liked to copy
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greetings from old Christmas cards, Easter cards, ·and
Valentine cards on the blackboard and sign their names .
Copies gave the children practice in improving their \'Triting and writing their names .
From old books pictures of a good pet and pictures
of pets that are not good were cut out and pasted on oak
tag paper.

Phrases as "a good pet," and

were written beside each picture .

0

not a good pet"

'I'he pupils read each

pair of lines, looked at the pictures and connected each
printed line with the right picture .

The exercise promoted

the ability to associate pictures and to contrast the
meaning of food and not good.
Sometimes the teacher would manuscript a list of
words from reading lessons on the blackboard omitting one
or more letters .

The pupils hunted for the words and then

copied, supplying the missing letters .

By the children

finding the missing letters and writing them correctly,
led them to observe closely.
Printed letters of the alphabet v,ere on the "quiet
table" and the boys and girls built words from the letters
on the word chart at the laboratory period .

The exercise

was varied sometimes by a group of girls who built the words
at the top of a reading lesson.

The activity gave the

students practice in combining meaning clues and study of
word form in order to select the appropriate letter to
complete a word .
Free Expressions
During the independent work period the pupils traced
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with paper the out~ine of pictures from their paint books
which aided them in drawing .
In a large pan in the back of the classroom was a
pan of paper- mache .

The busy little hands made animals,

fruits , vegetabl es, doll s, airplanes and toys.

'!'he teach-

er was surprised to see some of the things the children
made with the paper- mache.

The paper-mache gav~ the boys

and girls genuine experience in choosing, planning , and
appreciation .
Boxes of pipe stem cleaners vrere in the toy cupboard and at the activity period some of the first graders
worked quietly with the pipe stem cleaners .
animals , boys, girls , dolls, and chairs .

They made

The children set

the toys they made in the window, which helped make the
room attractive .

The activity created for the children an

atmosphere of freedom and freedom to advance their o,m
idea s.
I n the work shop the little boys made doll furniture ,
airplanes , and unjointed toys .

The boys brought the objects

made to the cle.ssroom to be painted .

At the laboratory

period , they mixed powder tempera colors and painted their
individual projects .

Painting the projects gave the boys

some knowl edge of color harmony and developed the ability
to create pleasing color harmonies .
Several energetic girl s decided to braid rugs for
the doll house from strips they brought from home .

The

girls planned the strips and chose beautiful color combinations to braid .

The rugs offered considerable opportunities
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for intellectual problems an d creative ability .

The girls

acquired some understanding to app l y col or harmony to simpl e problems in the home .
Another group of girl s and boys braided crepe paper
to make baskets .

The busy l ittle hands cut the paper in

strips and tied a lmot at the end of each three strips .
They thumb tacked the lmots to a tabl e and braided from
the lmots, f l atted the braids to make it as wide as possible .

The children with the help of the teacher sewed the

braids int~ a l ittle round basket with handles .

The bas-

kets were strong enough to hol d eggs or flowers .

Genuine

enjoyment and deep satisfaction came f r om the basket making and the students got increasing pl easure from the
color experiences , making accidental minglings and using
color freely .
A farmhouse,barn, and farmyard were built out of
manila paper on the sand table by the first grqders .

They

were interested 1n ill ustrati ve constructions and at their
independent work period the boys' paste, manila paper , and
scissors made the farmhouse and barn whil e the busy girls
made a windmill, chicken coops, shade trees, and farm
·animals .

True co- operation went on from p l an to finish

with the farm project and readiness to express ideas in
structural form were dev e l oped .
Every child had a natural desire to e,cpress himself through each activity .

They were quick to see how

the independent work period coul d function in both their
present and future lives .

Genuine enjoyment and deep
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satisfaction came through the happy use of the activities,
and they helped some of the students to discover in themselves a liking and ability to do certain thing s .

The

training wil l help the boys and g irls to choose some form
of work as their calling to prepare for their life's work .
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CHAPTER V
TRANSI TI ON FOLLOWED BY FIRST GRADE
TEACHER I N DOUGLASS SCHOOL
Learning Creati vel y
The most satisfactory l earning situation is that in
which the chil d successfully accompli shes what he or she is
trying to do .

This is so obvious that i ts more subtle

implications are sometimes overl ooked .
Often some of the children chose to do creative
drawing .

They were drawing things that they knew pertained

to mother , father , baby , chair , house , airpl ane, and gun .
These drawings were expressions and thoughts of the children .

Some of the pupils liked to draw funny faces and they

were enthusiastic , because it was the kind of dr awings they
l iked best .

Most young children drew for fun and their

drawings portray their thoughts and affections .

Their

pictures expressed ideas .
The six- year ol ds placed their hands on paper and
drew the outline of their hands .

They made g l oves and

mittens , striped and dotted in various patterns .

Making

the mittens and gloves encouraged sel f - expression , and
the children learned l eft and right .
\

Finger painting interested the entire class , and
it was easy, e~ucational , and entertaining .

The children

made picture frames, envelopes, and designs for the classroom and backs for books .

Painting with the hand and

fingers allowed freedom of movement which developed originality and rhythm.

Because no tool s were used to distract
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the attention , the imagination was unhampered and designs
and pictures produced were unique .
Each child in the classroom had a painting book of
its own.

Sometimes they painted in their painting book and

sometimes painted with water colors on the easels .

Paint-

ing developed the power of creative self-expression .
A group of boys and girls made patriotic scrap books.
They concerned the army, the navy, the air service, and the
defense industries .

One such scrapbook on the subject of

airulan·es contained a wide variety of pictures .

It covered

commevcial and fighting planes, seaplanes, agricultural
chemical dusting planes, and model planes.

In another

scrapbook a group of pictures featured battles between
planes and ships .

At the end of the school term the scrap-

books were given back to the pupils .

Someday, they will

make an interesting souvenir of the important period in
history through which they lived.
Some of the girls made a "house scrapbook" of pictures cut from ca t alogues and magazines .

One page was

devoted to a living room, one to a dining room, one to a
kitchen, and one to a bedroom .

The pictures of the family

appeared on the last page of the scrapbook.

Making the

house scrapbook t eught the girls how to arrsnge furniture in
a home so as to secure more beauty, visual comfort, and
organization.
Nearly all the boys and girls loved to play ,,.,1th
pins .

The teacher manuscripted sentences on the board and

after recitation each child would get a slip of paper, a
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pin an pick the outl ine of the word .

The pricking with

pins tested the child ' s abil ity to recognize words in the
reading vocabul ary .
Some of the children drew the outl ine of b i rds or
flowers upon paper and pricked it with pins .

This activity

developed ability to do creati ve thinking, to make muscular adjustments , and coordination of the eye and hand .
Chil dren as Scientists
In the science corner was a collection of bird
nests , ants , beehives , snail s , butterflies , small turtle ,
gold fish , plants , flowers, and seeds .
carefull y l abel ed each item.
scientific experience .

The boys and girls

The collection gave real

It dev~loped the habit to observe

nature , to talk about it , to practice care, and conservation with the things of nature .
Magnets , iron filings , pieces of metal, a compass ,
and other physical science materials were experimented with
in the classroom.

~'what the magnets would or would not pick

up and what the force of magnetism would go through let to
discussions about gravity, then energy , dry cell batteries ,
bulbs, wires , and el ectromagnets and such things came to
school .

Experiments were tried and demonstrated .

Thus,

the children l earned , among o~her things, what conductors
and insulators were .

Discussions and simple re·adings about

electricity led to some concl usions which helped to abolish
certain fears and prov ided lessons of safety .
Soap bubbl es attracted many of the children.

Some of

them blew bubbles with a spool whil e others blew bubbles
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~ith a pipe .

Blowing bubbles attracted the boys and girls ,

because of the rainbow colors and they apneared to defy
gravity .
In September , several children collected a milhveed
caterpillar and kept it in a glass fruit jar covered with
netting .

They fed the caterpillar cabbage and kept the

jar very clean .

The children watched the caterpillar move ,

climb on the netting , how it ate , and how its eating compared with ours .

With a magnifying glass they watched the

caterpillar spinning and becoming a chrysalis .

After

three months the boys and girls saw the chrysalis open
and discovered corning from it a large butterfly .

They

examined the butterfly a l so with the magnifying glass and
fed it a drop or two of sugar and water .

Experimenting

with the butterfly cultivated a sympathetic interest in life
and developed among the children a higher regard for life .
Later the first graders caught grasshoppers and put
them in a crayon box, with netting over the top and kept
them near a window.

The pupils observed the grasshoppers ,

noticing how far they jumped , how they flew, how long their
legs were, and how they folded .

One morning a little boy

noticed many small eggs on the grass and they soon hatched
into little grasshoppers , much like their mothers , but
large heads and no wings .

The children, from day to day,

watched the little grasshoppers grow, get a new suit of
clothes several times , with longer wings and, at last ,
they grew into full - grown grasshoppers and stopped grovdng .
Observing the grasshoppers gave the pupils some ideas of
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the main parts and general pl an of the grasshopper and led
them to think about the "why" of connnon things about them .
A group of boys interested in living thing s in the
room caught the very elusive , concealing colored tree crickets and put them into a jar partly filled with soil and
sod .

Questions asked were not asked by the teacher but by

the children .

The more the children learned t h e more

interested they became , and interest l ed to further observations and simple readings .
Th~ young people experimented with earth worms .
Dry earth and damp earth were piled side by side in a tray
and the earth worms were placed between the two piles to
see which way they would crawl .

Later the worms were spread

on damp paper and their reactions were noticed when a
splinter of wood dipped in ammonia was brought near their
anteriat'ends .

Vinegar was also used .

Reactions to these

repellents were checked by using another splinter dipped
into water .
The chil dren observed different forms of aquatic
life .

There were hanging baskets of sprouting tubes ,

blooming flowers and dishes with seedlings in various
stages of growth and cuttings of herbeceous plants rooting
in moist sand .

Observi ng aquatic l ife developed scientific

thinking .
A boy brought to school . some absorbent cotton and a
handful of raw wool.

The beginners observed that the wool

fibers had a decided twist, that the cotton fibers were
smooth and nearl y straight.

The boys and girls put the
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wool fibers and cotton fibers under the microscope to see
them more cl early .

The children began to examine their

ovm clothing and l earned to tell cotton from wool en garments with ease .
The pupil ' s abil ity was assumed and respected by
the teacher .

Some things worked out and some did not .

Some pupils worked harder or better than others .

The re-

sults were obvi ous and quite significant-- significent
because to the children and the teacher , the goal was clear
and vital .

The teaching job was not a case of minced up

daily assignments for a syllabu s of mobilizing intelligence
and ability .
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CHAPTER VI
FREE PLAY AND EVALUATION
Learning Through Games
Play is the natural learning tool of children .
Through it they absorb some of the deepest and most
poignant experiences of their lives. Through play
children fit the almost incomprehensible segments
of the world around them into an understandable
whole . They acquire this comprehension as they
dramatize human relationships, occupations,
current events , and stories from life, from
books, from radio, and movies . Children feel
their way into the dynamic world around them.
They do not think their way into maturation .
The early years of childhood, the years when
growth is measured by ~motional development- are the years of play .
Already prepared in the classroom was a fish pond .
The material s were a fishing pole made of a stick with a
cord string for a line and a bent pin for a hook.

New

words from a lesson were written in _manuscript on cards.
On the back of each card a piece of cotton was pasted to
catch the bent pin.

The cards were placed in a box.

cards represented fish and the box the fish pond .

The

The

pupils enjoyed fishing until they caught all the fish .
They took turns with the fishing pole .

Many of the children

l earned new words from fishing and how to co-operate with
one another •
Store pl aying was very interesting to the busy workers.

They brought empty cans, paper, strings , and paper

bags from home .

Toy money was used for trading .

The

storekeeper manuscripted such signs as "closed," "open,"
1

Clara Lambert, "Where Paralled Lines Meet,"
Childhood Education , Vol . 23 (December, 1946 ) p . 187.
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and advertisements of sal es for his customers .

The store

expressed dramatic plays of buying, selling, and its relation to the home .

It trained in gathering and organizing

material for l arge enterprises and gave the children a
permanent memory of useful impressions, ideas , and methods
of work which may be used by them in later life .
As an aid in silent reading, the teacher had in her
classroom a library corner to which the children would go
for pure enjoyment and read when they were able to do so .
The book rack was designed to keep different kinds of
stores together , and the reserve slips were narrow strips
of cardboard .

Each child was given one and manuscripted

his name at the top .

The slips were used to prevent dis-

putes as to who had first claim to a pa~ticular book at any
given time .

Practices centered around the library _taught

the pupil how to use the library , how to get books, and
improve their reading habits .

Some of the pupils read and

familiarized themsel ves with simple stories where later
read orally on a radio program, others read for fun , looked
at picture books, and read charts .
Someti mes some of the boys and girls visited the cozy
corner .

It was suppl ied with two low rockers , three small

chairs and an attracti ve tabl e with funny papers , picture
postcards , and pictures of children in the c l assroom.
pupils enjoyed reading the comics .

Melton points:

Two outstanding reasons given by children
for liking the comics are they are interesting
and exciting . Apparentl y children want something to make them l augh and sometimes to give
them a thrill. Perhaps as some psychologists
sugges t , present- day children need escape from

The
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hundrum of dail y routine where everything is
scheduled and predictable , and find real
adventure than this sophisticated
civilization is giving them. 2
The l ittle beginners l oved to toss rings on hooks
and add the results .

Tossing the rings on the hook was fun

for the pupils , while drill and addition and subtraction
were going on.
The children played object lotto and animal lotto
and kept their own scores .

Quantitative concepts were

developed as "more than," "as many," " l ess," "smaller,"
and "l arge . "
In the classroom was a large electric adding and
subtracting chart with simple combinations at the top of
the chart and right and wrong answers at the bottom of the
chart .

The child held a pointer on a combination and a

pointer on an answer .

If he placed the pointer on the

correct answer, a little red light came on and if he placed
the pointer on the wrong answer , a bell rang.

The boys and

girls enjoyed the electric chart and learned the combination readily to keep the bell from ringing on them.

Some-

times they contested to see how many combinations they could
answer correctly without the bell ringing .
Simple hektographed paragraphs without any capitalization were he c tographed on typing paper, and the first
graders drew rings around the right words that should be
AJennie Mil ton, "Children and the Comics , "
Chil dhoog Edu~ation , Vol . 16 (May, 1940 ) p . 30 .
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capit~lized .

Drawing rings around the right words to be

capitalized made the children sensitive of capital letters
and established habits of correct usages of capital letters .
Lists of words opposite of each as yes- no, up-down,
etc . were manuscripted on sheets of paper and put on the
reading table .

'I'he children at free work periods found

the words opposite in the lists and drew a line from the
word to its opposite .

The words increased the pupil's

reading vocabulary and gave practice in synonyms.
The little poem, ''Golden Keys II speaks of courtesy
and kindness, which unlocks the day, fits various incidents of the day and closes the day very happily .
The instructor cut out a key ring about two inche-s in
diameter from colored construction paper.

Then cut out

five keys with long shanks about four inches long.

On the

key-ring she manuscripted "Golden Keys," and on the keys,
she manuscript:
GOOD MORNING
PLEASE

THANK YOU

GOOD EVENING
PARDON ME
MAY I HELP

The teacher hung the keys in front of the classroom.
These expressions and attitudes made life more pleasant,
but it was too easy for the children to forget them.

Mak-

ing these keys helped the children to keep them in mind .
After the children became acquainted with these
words they went to the key ring and pointed out the five
golden keys .

Whenever , a child forgot to be courteous ,

some child would go to the key r ing and point out to him
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the golden key which he forgot .
Evaluation
The teacher made a check- sheet of each pupil's participation in the activities .

She observed carefully the

particul ar attitudes, habits , and skills of each child as
he worked with an activity and checked it.
dren checked their ovm sheet chart .

Often the chil-

They enjoyed develop-

ing their own evaluations and were wil ling to evaluate the
results of the activities honestly and comprehensively .
While the students were constructing, painting ,
sol ving problems , creating , experimenting, dramatizing, and
performing , the instructor kept a sharp outlook on the
children' s work to discover their dispositions , interest,
habits of work, methods of attack and skil ls .

She was not

concerned only with what the pupils had done but with the ir
behavior as they did it .
Occasional ly conferences were hel d between the
teacher and child .

The cl ose contact of the teacher with

the child made i t possible for the teacher to secure considerabl e ins i ght into the pupil' s nature and progress .
The chil d unconsciously revealed himself and his l earning
to the teacher .

These conferences brought c l ose relation-

ship between the pupil and teacher .
To sti mulate or encourage the first graders , the
instructor pl aced their best activities on the bull etin
board , on exhibit , and hung them around the blackboard so
ev eryone coul d see them .

The children got great pleasure

out of pointing their work out to other members of the
cl ass .
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A good way to help the pupils was to let them g ive
group demonstration of what they did .

In this way, the

child learned to evaluate his own work in terms of ·purposes ,
goals , and standards which he understood .

Group demonstra-

tions gave the child the power to do c r itical thinking,
to connect ideas , draw conclusions , to do original thinking, to ask intel ligent questions, and to i~prove in observation .
The children who completed their activity before
the rest of the class finished helped the slower child .
Checking on the results of the activities proceeded
along with the activity .

At the close of the free work

period the instructor called groups together to evaluate
their work .

The children were encouraged to criticize and

appraise their own \vork.
dren I s criticisms .
Work , 11

11Fine

Progress was made in the chil-

Sometimes the teacher would say, " Good

, " "Now you are doing fine,"

11

Wasn 1 t that good?"

"That is better than your previous attempt , 11 and "That is
a good way to help your group .

11

She thought a descript·1 ve concrete statement about
the child was more meaningful and significant to the children than figures to merely indicate that the child has
passed .

The pupils were asked questions about their work,

the questions made them do creative thinking .

Learning was

most effective and satisfactory when it occurred in a natural lifelike setting .
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CHAPTER

VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Sunnnary

1. The first grade classroom was an atmosphere of
freedom.
2 . The activities gave the boys and girls opportunities to work intelligently and independently.
3 . Experience with the activities taught the children to think for themsel ves instead of depending on the
teacher to do their thinking for them.
4 . The free work period developed valuable social
traits and skills in arithmetic and language.
5 . During the time of the busy period, the children
learned to select an activity and to work at it a lone or
in a small group without demanding the teacher ' s constant
attention or without inter.fering vii th other children who
were busy on different activities .
6 . The free association of the pupils destroyed
narrow mindedness , intolerance , prejudice, and promoted
understanding and goodwill .
7. Learning through the activities built readiness
for meaningful l earning of the three R's and readiness for
many non-academic learnings such as sharing, taking turns,
getting along with others in a group , and vrorking cooperatively .
8 . The activities developed creative self- expressions, the ability to solve problems, and to form judge-
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ment .
9 . Mastery of the fundamental skills was developed
through actual participation in real life situations that
were based upon the innnediate needs of the pupils.
10. The boys and girls learned almost unconsciously
the importance of being orderl y and caring for property .
11. Sound habits of thinking and scientific thinking
were developed .
1 2 . All the children stayed with their activities,
practiced to improve their skills and evaluated their own
accomplishments in a manner and degree which often surprised the teacher .
1 3 . Each child evaluated the results of his activity
honestly and comprehensively .
14.

The children were happy, successful, confident,

and felt themselves growing and making progress without
fear, worry, or a sense of inferiority.
15. Learning through the activities made for democratic living together.
Conclusion
Desirable l earning activities that are started in
the home should be continued in the school .
Allowing the children to do the things they like
best according to their own interest at the activity period
is a friendly way of judging self- control, independent
thinking, confidence, honesty, obedience, creative ability,
and initiative ability with respect to learning situations .
Some activities help the child to make most of his
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talent, developing for hi~ both a happy attitude toward
school and for free creative expressions .

They provide for

the child an opportunity to work intelligently , independently, develop good work and study habits, concentration,
orderliness, and perseverance .

They may be fitted accord-

ing to individual differences .
From the activities the investigator has mentioned,
the following skills were developed:

pupil techniques,

correct habits , appreciation, character, self-control,
creativeness, lrnowledge , and initiative .

From this experi-

ment the investigator is convinced that the methods and
procedures of improving activities as learning situations,
in the first grade at Douglass School, Lawton, Oklahoma
are valid learning situations .
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